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1. Background and Objectives
Service Civil International-Bangladesh (SCI-Bangladesh) and Service Civil International-Japan
(SCI-Japan) have s built a close relationship since the relief activities taken place after the cyclone disaster
in Bangladesh (then East Pakistan) in 1970. A lot of volunteers participated in workcamps organized by
SCI-Bangladesh. We can find the roads constructed with joint efforts at Moudubi, Barisal Districti in the
southern area even now.
However, unfortunately, volunteer placements from Japan ceased for a while though SCI-Japan
has been always exploring the opportunities of exchanging with any Asian branches as a principal policy.
“ “SIDR””, the biggest cyclone in the Bangladesh history revived our ties in November, 2007.
The damages were reported as follows:
•

Dead or missing inhabitants

•

Totally or partially collapsed houses

1,518,942

•

Farmland damaged by salt water

2,522,944 acres

•

Dead livestock

1,778,507

•

Roads collapsed

8.075 km

•

Bridges destroyed

1,687

•

School buildings collapsed

•

Embankments destroyed

•

Total victims

4,234

16,954
1,875 km
8,923,259

SCI-Bangladesh was swift enough in action at the disaster area organizing 2 workcamps for
rehabilitation in December, 2007 and in February, 2008.

The volunteers from all over the world worked

together building houses and toilets, 3 from Japan, Shoji Kageyama, Tomonao Hagiwara and Jun Yasuda
were found among them and this turned out to be the first step of this joint project.
When Shoji Osada had applied for an LTV placement last June, SCI-Japan requested the Asian
branches to kindly accept him. SCI-Bangladesh gave a prompt feedback and a proposal for the joint project
was made including a preliminary survey program for need analysis. SCI-Bangladesh suggested Rangabali
in the south to be a research field, one of the seriously damaged areas.

2. Description of Investigation
2-1

Investigation Tteam
•

Atikur Rahman Ajaz ( team leader, SCI-Bangladesh) interviews and interprets with a

command of Bengali language.
•

Sunao Ikeda (team member, SCI-Japan) interviews and takes notes.

•

Shoji Osada (team member, SCI-Japan) assists the above 2 in general
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2–2

Period of Investigation
October 13 ~ November 4, 2008 including the voyage from Mymensigh to Rangabali plus

3 days we were to stay by a new cyclone “RESHMI“ attack.
2–3

Investigation Area
Investigation was conducted at following areas:


Rangabali and Moudubi, Barisal District, Bangladesh



Moudubi, Barisal District, Bangladesh

Detail locations were as follows:

2-4

•

Char jamuna

•

Char kankunipara

•

Utturi para

•

Shamuda fath

•

Gungnipara

•

Char Gonga

•

Char Kasham

•

Char hair

•

Char kaua khali

•

Char HaLim

•

Mir kandha

•

Nij kata

Contents of Investigation
Main contents of the research were as follows:
•

Interview

•

Visit existing cyclone shelters, schools, hospitals, etc.

•

Identify sites to be proposed for future projects

3. Detailed Description of Interview
3-1

Interview Investigation

3 - 1 - 1 Interviewees
The interviewers tried to include various interviewees and to avoid the influence by people in
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power or the socially advantaged. In total of 70 inhabitants, 36 females and 34 males were interviewed
almost equally in number. But since the interviewers were all men, the women must have had a kind of
difficulty expressing themselves.
In regard to age, we had hard time to vary cover various age groups because they often replied,
“No idea” or “About so-and-so years old”. We tried to approach the young interviewees in order to
maintain good proportion of age mixture.
Their work situation, job type and income, were able to be grasped only through interviewing. It
was a pity that we failed to meet “ilish”1) fishermen but we came up with relatively typical cases
consequently. They were not precisely aware of their own income. We just guessed by asking how they
were actually working or how their lives had changed by the cyclone. We also cover the physically
disabled, widows, single mothers or polygamy families.
3 - 1 – 2 Interview Method
Basically the interviews were conducted by 3 interviewers vs 1 interviewee. The women and the
younger ones were free to be accompanied by somebody, who was asked not to interfere. The interviews
were done on the street surrounded by the public.
They were also asked not to interfere in advance.
3 - 1 - 3 Contents Items of Questionnaire
Contents of questionnaire were as follows:
A

General questions

A-a Name
A-b Sex
A-c Age
A-d Work
A-e

Income

A-f

Family

B

Cyclone

B-a

“SIDR”

B-a-i

Detailed description at the time stricken by “SIDR”

B-a-ii

Damages

B-a-iii

Aid provided

B-b

Cyclones in general

B-b-i

Countermeasures currently taken

B-b-ii

Cyclone “RESHMI “
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B-b-iii
C

Expected countermeasures

Issues in general

C-a

Education

C-b

Infrastructure

C-c

Public facilities

C-d

Industry

C-e

Health

C-f

Future

C-g

Other issues

Instead of posing yes/no questions, we asked ones that they were free to talk about specific
subjects.
3 - 1 – 4 Detailed Feedback
A-a ~ A-f
B

General questions were as as described in 3 - 1 – 1.

Cyclone
“SIDR”

B-a
B-a-i

Detailed description at the time stricken by “SIDR”

“ SIDR” came all of a sudden. More exactly, the people were officially warned but
most of them could not practically heard of the warning; they did not have television or radio at home2).
Though a few of them heard from their friends who owned a television, they did not care about it as the
past forecasts were always wrong.
It was very stormy that night.

A tidal surge like tsunami swept towards the villages suddenly

and flooded gradually elevating the water surface level. Some fortunately managed to evacuate to a safer
place by the time the water level had reached the level that they could walk in the water and some could not
get to a safe place but somehow survived.
The survivors are categorized into 4 in terms of the places they reached:


The first one - the ones who sought refuge at shelters or “TILA”.3)



The second one - those on the embankments along the river



The third one - those in tall, rigid houses built outside the embankments

•

The fourth one - those clung to tall trees.

Shelters have been constructed by international NGOs4) since the foundation of the country. They
are more than 2-storied reinforced concrete buildings with elevated floors to withstand floods

and storms,

which accommodate 500-1,000 refugees and normally used for schools. 13 On the other hand, “TILA”s
are donut-shaped hills constructed by Red Crescent in 70s. Livestock are placed on the hill and 1,000-3,000
people can stay in the hole. They have not built any more because they are useless for a day-to day life and
require spacious land.
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The embankments were built by the government along a big river, normally used as main roads
linking villages and function as main land traffic5), the only roads to walk a herd of big animals like cattle
or water buffalos. The tall, rigid houses are owned by rich families, community leaders, ex-community
leaders and female community leaders, are located outside the banks whereas the shacks of the
interviewees are inside, of course, dangerous at a flood. The big houses seem to be able to accommodate
hundreds of refugees. The tall trees are mostly palms near their houses or planted trees for protection
against waves by the government6). They are abundant for the people to climb up in a group.
We found that 13 stayed at shelters, 11 at “TILA”, 8 sought refuge on the embankment, 10 stayed
at big houses and 20 climbed the trees including the one ended up with survival. Among 20 survivors on
the trees, almost all of them luckily held a branch while being washed away, and went up the tree later.
Some of them were swept away when they were moving to a safer place, others were thrown into the water
from the roof of own collapsed houses or a small boat for evacuation overturned. There was a unique case
that he rode a dead goat and fainted after being washed away and recovered consciousness on the dead
body on the land the following day.
B-a-ii

Damages

We met a man who told in tears his tragedy of losing his wife and his daughter in front of him by
the surge at Char Hair where 350 died. This is the only case that a family member was taken away among
the interviewees.
Almost all of them had their own houses totally destroyed, except for 10 with partial destruction.
In most cases waves and current washed away everything except foundation. With a few cases even
foundation disappeared.
Most of them lost their livestock7). They could not afford the time to unchain their animals or
open pen doors and the pasturing animals were taken by the surge and current. There were 7 survived as
they happened to be caught by branches .
The banks were destructed everywhere and the small paths and tiny bridges were mostly gone.
In addition to the visible damages as described above, there were some relevant damages.
Various diseases prevailed: particularly, diarrhea from food poisoning, cholera, influenza, skin disease, eye
epidemic due to water(except well) pollution and the shortage of toilets.
We asked about the change in their living condition after “SIDR”. The majority of them replied
that the decrease of saving and income had made their lives harder due to 4 reasons:


As explained in B-a-iii, they had to purchase by themselves what they had lost and were not

provided in aid by the government or NGOs. They must find funds from their savings to get materials to
rebuild houses, life necessities or things they need for their work.
•

Work decrease naturally led to income decrease. The people raising livestock for sale lost

their livestock, those culturing fish in the pond lost most of fish and fishermen lost his job because they lost
their boats and net. Farmers suffered from poor harvest on account of damage with salt-water and drivers
could not work until roads were repaired.
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•

Price increase, there had been inflationary trend in Bangladesh. The shortage of goods caused

by “SIDR” raised commodity price, consequently, the life worsen.
•

Debts, some people borrowed money from friends, NGO or black finance at the annual

interest of over 10 %. Sometimes they are asked to pay a commission to a local person in power in order to
get funds from reconstruction aid.
On the other hand, a few answered that their income rose only for several months as they were
able to be engaged in reconstruction projects,
B-a-iii

Aid provided

The government and a number of NGOs offered various reconstruction aid. However, migrants
from outside but had not registered were not benefitted. Some cases who stayed at relatives’ or friends’
outside for a while, having lost houses, missed the chance to receive aid. Relief supplies were distributed
through local people in power. This system sometimes seemed to be abused by such people.

At Cup Para

we met the person who was demanded 12,000 taka to receive construction materials.
Regarding money supplies, no one received money from NGOs, only from the government(5000
taka/family). The families whoever lost someone in their family members were provided 10,000 taka. I
heard that the people in Char halim spent all for funerals.
Some people received a house itself from Saudi Arabian government and an NGO8) Quite a few
were supplied with a lot of tin or plastic plates, sheets, straw and timber by Saudi Arabian government,
ADMD,OXFAM, SHAP and Islamic Foundation. Some people sold tin plates instead of using for their
houses. Toilets were donated by ADMD and SCI but far from enough. Blankets and clothing from
Bangladesh Government, ADMD, SHAP and Netherlands, Cooking utensils and mosquito net from ADMD
and COTACK.. Some has been receiving food from US Government and

Save the Children USA for

more than 1 year. Dry food has been provided.
B-b
B-b-i

Cyclones in general
Countermeasures currently taken

During our survey we could not find any one that was satisfied with the present measures taken.
We got feedback that the number of shelters was inappropriate considering the area size and population.
¾ “It takes hours to get to the nearest shelter.”
¾ “ Too many people were there, no room for us to enter.”
We heard at Utturi para that the only local shelter can take as 450 out of 1,200 people with
suffrage. There were a number of problems in terms of access to the shelters:
¾ “The cyclone destroyed the paths to the shelters.”
¾ ”Impossible to cross a bridge to get to the shelter on the other side of the bank”
¾ “ There is no shelters on this side of the bank. No boat is available to cross the river.”
¾ “Too dark to move to a shelter”
The last 2 issues are serious for the aged, the disabled, women and children.
¾ ”The walls along the staircases of the shelter collapsed and so dangerous.”
¾ “Too many gathered to the shelter.”
They were so scared that why they left the shelters.
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They had almost similar impression about “TILA” as shelters. One extra point mentioned,
“ They were worried that “TILA” were without roofs, useless against wind.”
The banks are so fragile, made of soil, it hindered the approach to the shelters and threatening for
even the people outside the bank. We saw the extensive destruction has not yet been repaired at Char kaua
khali and on the way from Rangabali to Moudubi. Those who sought safety only on the tree worried, “How
long the trees withstand the wind? They are afraid that they would be thrown off by the wind or that
branches could endure the weight of people?” The maximal momentary wind velocity sometimes reaches
over 70 km. However, trees are the last resort at Char hair and Char Kasham.
A person told us that he had bought a boat but the one positive to take countermeasure like him
was few. We rather often heard, “We can just pray for God when the next cyclone comes.” without
preparing some effective measures because of their geographical disadvantage and financial capacity.
B-b-ii

Cyclone “RESHMI”

Intermittent heavy rain brought by tropical atmosphere depression for a couple of days changed
into a cyclone suddenly at night on October 26th, 2008. According to the government notice, the danger
level was “7”9), 6 dead and some missing, named “RESHMI“. We investigated their reaction and
impression when another cyclone came. It reminded them of the fierce experience at the time of “SIDR”. A
fisherman10) prepared a boat but he did not move by his boat because waves are not so big. Some evacuated
to a local leader’s home and he found 100 people there. (At “SIDR” 600 take took refuge there.) Some
stayed overnight at a “TILA”. Some said, “If there had been a shelter nearby, they would have moved there.
Some inhabitants had a damage of 23 banana trees. We recognized the side paths’ damage along the banks.
B-b-iii

Expected countermeasures

They said that they came up with no concrete ideas except for the improvement of the current
situation for ideal countermeasures against cyclones: shelters, “TILA” and access roads towards them.
They feel safer with shelters because they were equipped with roofs and high floors. It is expected to
construct more semi-permanently endurable shelters which accommodate more people, needless to say
about repair of the existing ones. “TILA” are popular as they can bring their animals with them and can
accommodate more people. Animals are important for them to support their lives.
It is clear that everybody were aware of the importance of the paths and safe bridges and electric
lights in the darkness to evacuate in the storm.
C
C-a

Issues in general
Education

Schools in Bangladesh are classified into a religious school and an ordinary school. A religious
school provides mainly Arabian language and Islamic subjects usually at a mosque whereas ordinary
school classes for less religious subjects using a shelter. Most of shelters were built near the school site and
both are under common administration. Majority of the younger interviewees were from ordinary schools
as they are larger in number than those from religious schools.
Naturally, the problems with schools are similar to those with shelters:
¾ “It is 2 km far from my home”
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¾ “Stopped attending because it is too far”
¾ “Get tired before classes because it takes too long to school”
¾ “Not allowed to enter due to age limit”
¾ “Cannot enter due to over-enrollment”
¾ “Cannot send children during rain season”
¾ “It is dangerous for children to cross the river by boat”
¾ “The walls along the staircases are destroyed at Char kaua khali. It is too dangerous for
children. I am worried about my child”
At Char hair and Char Kasham we heard that there is no education opportunity because there is
no shelter for school.


“ No other education opportunity for children except for pre-schools”



“There is a primary school11) nearby but must go to a secondary school in the center by

walking for 2 hours”
We saw a teacher always sitting and one way talking in front of too many pupils in a classroom.
C-b

Infrastructure

Infrastructure generally implies roads, bridges, electricity, water supply, schools and hospitals,
etc. As to electricity it was explained in B-a-i footnotes 1 . We discuss water supply in C-e, public health
and hospitals in C-c, public facilities later.
The main roads on the embankments are public main roads and the paths(20-30 cm wide)
affiliating from the banks are private. As described earlier, embankments are made of soil which are easily
collapsed at cyclone or storm and become muddy with rain and slippery but they function as main streets.
The paths belong to individuals were so problematic in a way.
¾ “ Feel a little constrained to walk”
¾ “ Too narrow”
¾ “ Hard to walk at night”
¾ “ Muddy and slippery”
¾ “ Like walking in the paddy field”
¾ “ Want paths always existing, not disappearing at the rainy season”
¾ “Often come across snakes, dangerous”
When we referred to the issues, the people said;
¾ “ We don’t have any proper roads, actually”,
Instead, they asked us what we had thought about them while walking. There are some relatively solid big
bridges by the embankments but some fragile ones made of pieces of wood (10-20 cm wide) with 5-10 cm
diameter rails crossing over 5-10 m wide river. Where there were not such bridges, they must either hire a
ferry or waded across the river.
¾ “ If we had a bridge, we could carry what we had bought or carry what we would sell”
C-c

Public facilities

Regarding medical service, there are two options: a chemist’s and a hospital. For a slight illness
they buy medicine at a chemist’s (qualified or not ?) by traveling by motor boat for one hour or so, or

9
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several hours by boat without motor in case of inhabitants at Char hair, for example. There is a hospital
near the pier in Rangabali, a simple medical center is available at Kap para in Moudubi. It takes more than
one hour by “Tomtom” to get to the medical center which mainly functions as a healthcare center such as
family planning and a few doctors ‘ station. As they provide a limited service with poor equipment, serious
cases are forwarded to bigger hospitals at Glachipa, Potuakhali and Barisal. It requires a half day travel to
take a patient. There was a case that a newly born baby from Char karikari died on the way to the hospital
in Barisal several days before.
¾ “Ask some knowledgeable persons”
¾ “Go to magicians” They call them “Doctor”. They are not qualified but the people recognize
them reliable.
¾ “Traveling clinic by boat run by the Netherlands offer us treatment monthly or bi-monthly”
¾ “There are a few traveling doctors”
¾ “I do not depend on medical service as there is no hospitals”
¾ “I just wait for spontaneously cured”
¾ “Pray to God”
C-d

Industry

Majority of the people engaged in farming are peasants who rent farmland and some farmers
rent a pond for fish nursery. Half the crops is taken away by a landowner as rent. There are a lot of
labourers who work on a daily wage basis at these farms. Their lives are always unstable and there are few
job opportunities after “SIDR”.
¾ “The agriculture industry here consists of only a small number of landowning class and the
peasantry”
We met some people who own farmland but they said,
¾ “We cannot cultivate without capital”
We realized that not only they are short of money but also they are not aware of options to utilize their land.
A fisherman mentioned:
¾ “The agricultural development has caused fish decrease because irrigation has changed the
water and chemical fertilizer has polluted the water”
¾ “Our fishing net and boat is

are too small”

¾ “Our farmland is too small”
It is not directly relevant to industry but a person told a story related to a public project:
¾ “He handed over his land for public road construction but he failed to receive any
compensation money“.
The money from the local government was paid through a person in power might have been
misappropriated by the person.
C-e

Health

The people frequently suffer from diarrhea, stomachache, food poisoning, skin disease, cold,
influenza, eye disease, hepatitis. At Char kasam, some people died of diarrhea in the past half a year. They
named the following illness: high blood pressure, external injury, vomit, heart disease, stomach upset,
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chicken pox, malnutrition, viral infection, illness related to pregnancy, hernia, diabetes, cancer, pains all
over the body, paralysis, congenial disabled (leg) etc. As described in C-c, satisfactory treatments are not
done.
The toilet situation is classified into 3.
•

The first one - The toilets provided by ADMD and SCI after “SIDR” built on the concrete

base. They are solid but require frequently cleaned, otherwise, easy to invite flies.
•

The second one - The ones built over the stream with wood base and drop excrement in the

•

The third one - No toilets, ask a neighbor to let them use or do in the river

•

“Under these toilet circumstances, a lot of flies appear and bring in germs.”

water.

Drinking water is supplied from a well, sometime at home or sometimes by traveling for 3
hours.

12)

As referred in C-b, they have to clear problems on roads and bridges to get water.
¾ “The roads are not convenient”
¾ “The wells are on the other side of the river”
¾ “We must cross a bridge to go to a well”
¾ “Impossible to go to a well on a rainy day”
Instead of getting water from a well, they put antiseptic in water from the river, boil it or use

water purification apparatus donated by Oxfam.
¾ “I just drink river water”
They were informed of the importance of hygiene at school but do not always practice.
C-f

Future

The children are with full of dream:
¾ “Want to be a teacher”
¾ “Want to be a government worker”
¾ “Continue studying to find a good job”
¾ “Find a good job to support my family”,
¾ “Cricket player”,
¾ “Doctor”
The adults are rather pessimistic:
¾ “ I cannot think of my future”
¾ “ Just waiting for death”
¾ “ I just survive a day”
¾ “Only God knows”
¾ “My life has never changed and will never change”
Yet there are some positive feedbacks, too:
¾ “Earn money by growing vegetables”
¾ “Find another job with a higher wage”
¾ “I am a day labourer but want to do business”
¾ “Make my living by raising goats”
¾ “Saving”
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¾ “Want my children to support us after finishing schooling”
On the other hand, they are worried:
¾ “I don’t think my children will look after us”
¾ “We, migrants, have no proper resident rights”
¾ “Financially unsecured”
C-g

Other issues

We asked them what they thought a first priority. They gave us feedback as follows:
Shelter - 24,

“TILA” - 12,

C-g-i

Hospital - 12,

School - 10,

Well - 5,

Road - 4, Land - 2,

House – 1

Landowners and peasants/tenant farmers

The peasants including those engaging in fishery and a day labourers are exploited by
landowners. They are underpaid hopelessly. They will not be able to own their farms no matter how hard
they work. The employment opportunities are influenced by local financial situation or the weather which
directly affects their living. The landowners are the people in power, as seen in B-a-iii and C-d,
occasionally make profit abusing their status or misappropriating the resources.
C-g-ii

Migrants

Theytransfer moved to the area from somewhere in Bangladesh. They have never registered as
residents and illegally live there. Naturally, they have no right to receive aid and can only work as a day
labourer. They live far from the center, far from the embankments. Their children go to school by walking a
long distance so the children tend to give up schooling. At a cyclone, it is too far to reach a shelter, in
addition; the roads are not prepared.
C-g-iii

Women

More than a half the interviewees were women, housewives or day labors as their occupation.
The wage of female labors was a half of the male’s. They sometimes receive goods instead of money. The
access roads to wells or stores are in a poor condition for the housewives. A divorced woman with 2
children told us that her life was so hard that she could not send them to school. We posed the question,
“Suppose you were a man, what would you do?”13):
¾ “Men (husbands) are loose. I want to do the same but I won’t”
¾ “I want to run business”
¾ “I have never thought of such a thing!”
¾ “I could go to hospital if I were a man”, a disabled woman replied.
As we are all men, the survey on female disease was limited. As referred to a woman who lost
her baby on the way to a hospital, the medical circumstances for women are far from sufficient. The one
interesting respect aspect is that community leaders are opted from both sexes to balance opinions. When
we observed “ Committee for Disaster Countermeasures”, we found a third of the members were female.
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C-g-iv

Children

It’s a pity there are children who miss an opportunity though they are eager to attend a school. No
school at all like at Char hair and Char Kasam, the shortage of schools, or family financial reasons prevent
the children from receiving public education. In Bangladesh, females are given an advantage to receive
education free for entrance and lesson fees but they still need to pay for textbooks and stationary. All points
referred to in A and C make children’s life hard, the roads to shelters, schools or hospitals are in a bad
condition, poor medical system in spite of children’s frequent illness. Children work in underpaid
condition .
We met a 10-year old boy smoking. He stayed on the street after school until midnight. He hates
going home as his stepmother treats him unkindly. He sometimes takes drug.
C-g-v

Physically disabled

At Char halimm, a man who lost his left leg told us his story:

He had his leg stabbed by a sharp

leaf perhaps poisonous. His leg swelled and is painful and itchy. He took homeopathy treatment for a while
only to make injury worsen. Finally he went to a hospital and ended up with losing his leg. If there had
been a hospital in his neighborhood, he could have kept his leg and led his life without crutches.
We can imagine that they are with severer environment than any other else.


“If a cyclone hits again, I would be killed “



“I cannot evacuate on my own”



“I need someone to help me”



“I feel lonely, always at home”

4. Conclusion
This extensive research on cyclones as well as local situation in general was conducted by 3 of us
without the preceding research work experiences. During the research, we had to change our plans that we
had not imagined initially. We sometimes failed to obtain expected feedback by posing inappropriate
questions. We came to realize that the more concrete questions were the easier for the people to answer.
We are happy to complete our work by having overcome difficulties.
Not only the detailed information on “SIDR” itself but also that of the aftermath would be of
some help to explore the possibilities for the future disaster relief.
We hope that our joint efforts would contribute to set up some practical projects in coming years.
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5. Appendices
Appendix A - Notes
1)

It is the national fish of Bangladesh. It belongs to a herring family and by nature goes against the

stream. Bengali eat it at home, specially at celebration or festival. The price has risen on account of a catch
decrease. The River “Potta” is famous for it and it is caught in Rangabali or Moudubi, too.
2)

There is no electricity in Rangabali, nor in Moudubi. Very few upper class own solar systems and

televisions.
3)

For several days we were not aware of the difference of the two at the beginning.

4)

Most were built by Karitash-Italiana and Red Crescent. GUP was doing a geological survey to

build a new shelter in Moudubi.
5)

Major land transportation means are middle-sized motorcycles and auto-tricycles called

“Tomtom”. In Rangabali we saw only one rikisha which are seen everywhere in Bangladesh.
6)

The Ministry of Forestry are active in planting trees.

7)

For daily life or for sale most people own animals: water buffalos, cattle, goats, sheep, chickens,

ducks, wild ducks, etc.
8)

Most people do not know where aid originally came from. They explained to us, “ Someone gave

me”.
9)

Government announcement of the level of danger is classified into 10. “RASHMI” was went up

from “ 3” to “7” rapidly. “ SIDR” was “10”.
10)

Fishermen in Moudubi catch mainly from the sea. Big waves or tsunami directly affect them.

11)

Primary education is for 5 years followed by 7(3-2-2 system)-year secondary education.

12)

There are only 2 wells at Char kasam, one was provided by ADMD after “SIDR”

13)

Most of the women and the children could not understand abstract questions.
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Appendix B – Photos (1)
Volunteers were working for relief at the disaster area after Cyclone attack (Jan., 2008)

Volunteers are helping for reconstruction of destroyed house with
villagers.

To improve sanitary environment,
volunteers are helping to make toilets
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Appendix B – Photos (2)

At the time of Cyclone raid, the building accommodates
hundreds of refuges. The building is of poor quality and the flaw
on the fatal structure is exposed. Yet, it is still used usually as a
school building that is very few in the area.

The toilet with flushing to the river

People have to cross this bridge to go to school,
hospital and for daily life.
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